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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we propose a strategy dealing with the semi-supervised classification problem, in which
the support vector machine with self-constructed Universum is iteratively solved. Universum data, which
do not belong to either class of interest, have been illustrated to encode some prior knowledge by
representing meaningful concepts in the same domain as the problem at hand. Our new method is
applied to seek more reliable positive and negative examples from the unlabeled dataset step by step,
and the Universum support vector machine(U-SVM) is used iteratively. Different Universum data will
result in different performance, so several effective approaches are explored to construct Universum
datasets. Experimental results demonstrate that appropriately constructed Universum will improve the
accuracy and reduce the number of iterations.

& 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

In many traditional supervised learning, we acquire the deci-
sion function only through learning labeled dataset, however, in
some applications of machine learning, such as image retrieval [1],
text classification [2], natural language parsing [3], abundant
amounts of unlabeled data can be cheaply and automatically
acquired. Even if we can label samples manually, it will be labor-
intensive and very time consuming. In such situation, the tradi-
tional supervised learning usually goes worse with the lacking of
enough supervised information. Semi-supervised learning (SSL)
[4–9] has attracted an increasing amount of interests which
addresses this problem by using large amount of unlabeled data,
together with the labeled data, to build better classifier.

Semi-supervised learning problem: Given a training set

T ¼ fðx1; y1Þ;…; ðxl; ylÞg⋃fxlþ1;…; xlþqg; ð1Þ

where xiARn; yiAf�1;1g; i¼ 1;…; l, xiARn; i¼ lþ1;…; lþq, and
the set x1þ1;…; xlþq is a collection of unlabeled inputs known to
belong to one of the classes, predict the outputs y1þ1;…; ylþq for
fxlþ1;…; xlþqg and find a real function g(x) in Rn such that the

output y for any input x can be predicted by

f ðxÞ ¼ sgnðgðxÞÞ: ð2Þ
The motivation of semi-supervised methods is to take advan-

tage of the unlabeled data to improve the performance and there
are roughly five kinds of methods for solving the semi-supervised
learning problem such as Generative methods [10–13], Graph-
based methods [14–16], Co-training methods [17,18], Low-density
separation methods [19,20], and Self-training methods [21–23].
Self-training is probably the earliest idea about using unlabeled
data classification is a commonly used technique. Self-training is
also known as self-learning, self-labeling, or bootstrapping (not to
be confused with the statistical procedure with the same name).
This is a wrapper-algorithm that repeatedly uses a supervised
method. First, only a small labeled examples are trained in a
classifier to classify unlabeled data and select most confident
unlabeled points which will be added into the training set. The
classifier is re-trained with the new data and the process is
repeated. The idea has been used in many applications [24–26].
Our method belongs to this ideology.

Universum, which is defined as a collection of unlabeled points
known not belong to any class, was firstly proposed in [27]. It has
captured a general backdrop against the problem of interest and is
looked forward to represent meaningful information connected
with the classification task at hand. Universum dataset is easy to
acquire, since there is so few requirement for it. Additionally, it can
catch some prior information of the ground-truth decision
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boundary, because it need not to have the same distribution with
the training set. So several algorithms about Universum have been
proposed in machine learning. In [27], the authors proposed a new
SVM framework called U-SVM which was used to handle super-
vised problem and their experimental results illustrated that
U-SVM outperforms those SVMs without considering Universum
data. An analysis of U-SVM was given by Sinz [28]. They also
presented a Least Squares (LS) version of the U-SVM algorithm.
Zhang [29] proposed a graph based semi-supervised algorithm in
which the labeled data, unlabeled data and the Universum data
were simultaneously utilized to improve the performance of
classification. Qi et al. [30,31] used Universum to design new
nonparallel Support Vector Machine in order to improve the
classification performance. Other literatures can also be found in
[32,33].

Inspired by the success of U-SVM, in this paper, we propose an
iterative support vector machine with self-constructed Uni-
versum for semi-supervised classification. It has the following
advantages:

� We simultaneously utilize Universum data and iterative method
to improve performance. Universum data is applied to catch
some prior knowledge information of training set and the
iterative method is applied to seek more reliable positive and
negative examples from unlabeled dataset step by step. We
train on labeled points using U-SVM in each step and most
confident unlabeled points are added into the training set. The
experiment results show that it performs better than other
methods.

� Different Universum data will lead to different results, so it is
crucial to construct appropriate Universum. In this paper, we
only use the dataset itself to generate Universum data instead of
constructing from other new dataset by considering that there
would be more useful information in dataset itself. For example,
considering the classification of ‘5’ and ‘8’ in handwritten digits
recognition, we only use ‘5’ and ‘8’ to generate Universum data
instead of ‘1’,‘2’,‘3’,‘4’,‘5’,‘6’,‘7’,‘8’,‘9’. Moreover, several methods
to construct the appropriate Uninversum using dataset itself are
also compared and suggested.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dwells on the
Transductive support vector machine (TSVM) [2], LapSVM (Lapla-
cian SVM) [6] and U-SVM. Section 3 proposes our newmethod, the
U-SVM with self-constructed Universum, termed as Us-SVM. Sec-
tion 4 deals with experimental results and Section 5 contains
concluding remarks.

2. Background

In this section, we briefly introduce the TSVM and LapSVM for
semi-supervised classification problem, and U-SVM for the Uni-
versum classification problem.

2.1. TSVM

TSVM aims to identify the classification model following the
framework of maximum margin for both label and unlabeled
examples. The popular version of TSVM [2] is to solve the fol-
lowing primal problem with the training set (1):

min
w;b;ξ;ξn ;yn

1
2
JwJ2þC

Xlþq

i ¼ 1

ξiþCn
Xlþq

i ¼ 1

ξni ;

s: t: yiððw � xiÞþbÞZ1�ξi; i¼ 1;…; l;

yn

i ððw � xiÞþbÞZ1�ξni ; i¼ lþ1;…; lþq;

ξiZ0; i¼ 1;…; l;

ξni Z0; i¼ lþ1;…; lþq; ð3Þ
we can see that the above problem is a non-convex optimization
problem due to the product term yiðwi � xiÞ in the constraints. In
order to find the approximate solutions to TSVM, extensive
research efforts have been devoted [19,20,34,35]. For example, a
label-switching-retraining procedure is proposed in [2] to speed
up the computation.

2.2. LapSVM

The regularization framework of Laplacian support vector
machine has been extended in SSL field by [6]. With the training
set (1) and a kernel function Kð�; �Þ applied, the decision function
can be obtained by

f ¼minf AHk

1
l

Xl

i ¼ 1

ð1�yif ðxiÞÞþ þγH‖f ‖
2
HþγM‖f‖2M ð4Þ

where f is the decision function,

f ðxÞ ¼
Xlþq

i ¼ 1

αiKðxi; xÞþb; ð5Þ

the regularization term ‖f‖2H can be expressed as

‖f‖2H ¼ JwJ2 ¼ ðΦαÞT ðΦαÞ ¼ αTKα; ð6Þ
and the manifold regularization is written by

J f J2M ¼ 1
ðlþqÞ2

Xlþq

i; j ¼ 1

Wi;jðf ðxiÞ� f ðxjÞÞ2 ¼ f T Lf ; ð7Þ
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Fig. 1. Positive points (marked by “þ”), negative points (marked by “n”), unlabeled points (marked by “.”), Universum points (marked by “⋆”), the ideal decision boundary
(real dotted line), the decision boundary of standard SVM (blue dotted line), the decision boundary of U-SVM (black solid line). (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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